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About This Game

White Nothing is a shooter with a side view, the player needs to reach the end of the level and survive in the battles with the
enemies

Brutal and bloody story about the life of a German soldier during Second World War in the rear of the Red Army. It's a harsh
Russian winter, both armies are on the verge of survival.

The game has non-standard shooting mechanics: bullets have mass and fall under the force of gravity. You'll have to work hard
on the skill of aiming.

The gameplay will present you the opportunity to become a member of the brutal battles inspired by the pages of history.
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It doesn't work!!!!!!!!!!!!. I grew up playing cultures2 and even learnt german doing so. When i saw Cultures on steam i didn't
even hesitate for a second.
A must have game in your collection!. fastest gameplay speed is so painfully slow that a single day in the simulation takes real-
time what seems like a half hour or more. And, after the workday ends, the clock continues to slowly increment instead of
switching to the next day. It doesn't have much depth, but I wouldn't mind that as long as I could actually play the game. Instead,
it feels like a screensaver after the first ten minutes. Perhaps if the game devs address the speed issue I will play it again, but as
of right now it feels unplayable.. 70 people have had the problem: "Couldn't Find Valid License Key. Please try reinstalling this
product". From the forums, there seems to be no solution that's working. Game works a few rounds then you get hit with above
message.. I had some problems with latency when running this on Win 7 and a Laptop, and  the Dev responded quickly with
offers of a refund. THAT'S A GOOD DEV!

The game itself is worth the price if you like puzzle games, and there are some interesting mechanics that should have you
scratching your head a bit. Just be aware that the recommended system specs on the store page really do matter. I was able to
play the game despite these issues, and enjoyed it, but please don't ignore the specs and then go giving the dev poor reviews
because you have issues!!!. Well.. I thougt that it would be like 7 days to die and stuff, but Burden is much more
deeper. I wanted to spend 5 minutes, just to take a look, but was sucked for an hour. It's dark,hardcore, intriguing..
The only thing I regeret about is that i'm going to spend more time playing Burden.. too easy
the bots are stupid

our hero too strong
got all achievement easily. A strange game that will put you in an awkward position - as an invalid on a wheelchair. The
game tells about the difficulties that people overcome every day, teaches treating disabled people as ordinary people.
The game throws you into the most unusual places, each level as a new challenge. Willy-nilly, you think that the most
ordinary things - it seems not so simple when you are on a wheelchair.
Love that experience.. A very cute game that perhaps gets a bit too difficult with its own mechanics - less of this game
is pure rock paper scissors than you might think; later on in the game understanding the order of your deck is key,
which made it less fun and more strategic to me. Still, great soundtrack, cool aesthetic, and worth playing. Feels almost
Undertale-adjacent in its level of personality.. Watch my antigravity ship explode simulator. Not for me I'm afraid but
if you like this type of game then I'm sure you'll have fun, it looks good and has obviously had a lot of work put into it
so I will give a thumbs up. If they remove the obstacles and add racing with Ai and maybe a few weapons I would buy it
again I did like the idea of the energy walls.
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http:\/\/adventures-index10.blogspot.com\/2016\/03\/a-room-beyond.html. Came for the fresh gameplay, stayed for the
incredible lore.. Nearly nobody plays the game so you will hardly ever get a round.. Let me just start by saying Avernum is not
for everyone. For those who are only interested in fast paced action, then this is not for you.

But for those who like a game that is impressively refined, has a driving story, great levels of customization and a remarkably
large world to explore, this is the game for you. Do not automatically be driven off by the rudimentary graphics, this is a very
enjoyable game!. I picked this game up on a whim (and the price) and was completely overwhelmed by the experience I got. I
wasn't familiar at all with the Chinese Paladin: Sword and Fairy series before this, but now I'm hoping that the publishers release
the other games in the series in English as well.

Overall the game is similar in format to many JRPGs, with the twist of being well rooted in a Chinese Heroic Fantasy \/
"Wuxia" setting. The systems in the game are adequate, and the combat took a little bit of getting used to, but it was servicable.

The graphics feel a little dated, and the animations repetitive in the many, many, many cutscenes in the game, but none of this
really detracted from my enjoyment of the game.

What truly won me over was the music (the game has one of the best soundtracks I've had the pleasure to discover) and the
storyline. Translation hiccups aside, the story was well written, and each of the game's 6 main characters were given enough
time (and space) to discover themselves, undergo change and learn from their adventures.

There's plenty to enjoy in the game, and those who are tired of the usual fantasy tropes will find a very different story waiting
for them here.

Given the sheer amount of enjoyment I've had, and at the price it was going for, I strongly recommend the game to people who
are looking for something new for their RPG fix.. 7\/10

Great, crisp and clear graphics
Good music
Smooth controls and animation, not a hint of jittering or input lag.
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- Keyboard and mouse plays absolutely fine but I would probably enjoy this game more if it would let me use my joystick(s)
instead of a restricting me to either mouse and keyboard or controller.. This game was quite unknown to me and probably is to
most people. It's a game released in 2009 by Blue Omega Entertainment and published by a bit more known company,
Codemasters. Damnation is an Gears of War style game where you proceed in a linear environment and shoot people from
behind cover. You regenerate health to recover and you have your sidekicks whom you also must keep alive. You can carry 3
weapons and different kinda cartridge based weapons is given for you right from the start already.

The start is completely weird, you have this guy in some cave who starts telling a story and soon you're being showcased some
war at bridge without really knowing what time it's set in, why they attacked and most importantly.. when your team arrives..
why they arrive, who they are and where the heck they came from? This game doesn't explain alot of the reasons it also doesn't
seem that interesting either. Forexample on this bridge scene there ends up being some guy who slaughters armed men with a
sword because for some reason after these guys see how their fellow soldiers were just killed in closecombat, instead of them
just shooting the sword guy from distance, they decide it's a good idea to confront this guy and go and die :D Alotta stuff in this
game really makes no sense.

The game offers platforming, faster running and in general more agile character when compared to GoW. This is also where
things start to go wrong. Reason Gears of War gameplay succeeds, is because it focuses on only one aspect, covershooting and
all the effort was put on that aspect only. Damnation tries to do alot of things without really excelling on anything. Forexample
the platforming feels very clunky and just bad because the controls aren't really suited for that kinda gameplay because they're
tanky and yet at the sametime somehow also still overly sensitive. In Tomb Raider when you turn, it doens't instantly turn, in
Damnation your character does instantly a 90degree turn and this makes very confusing to control your character on some very
narrow space. Gunplay feels also bad because the character's handling just totally doesn't fit for a shooter kinda game because it
also was balanced for the platforming style but apparently the movement doesn't really work that well with either gameplay
style. So you are left with a goofy game that feels cheaply made.

The game is a very much handhold game. It heavily holds one's hand because if you don't do some act your sidekicks tell you to
do (ie. shoot this object), they just do it themselves then. Aka game plays itself. Map design is also very non-challenging
because everything is just so obvious and completely linear. Enemy AI isn't also good because sometimes they just stay still
looking at you without taking any actions against you, so you'll just have to end their life because you can't stand looking at that
brainless enemy.

Now some of the good things.. This runs on Unreal Engine 3 and due to that, it's also very configurable thanks to the .ini files
and because it's an UE3 game it also runs pretty well. As a aesthetic style choice, this game had potential kinda because it tried
some weird steampunk cowboy thing and from what I know.. that kinda stuff hasn't really been done.

Main menu works pretty well and loading screens are fast. But then you have this audio side of it.. when characters speak, it
sounds as if it was said up in the space. Aka there is absolutely no spatialization. The voices totally do not react to environment
in anyways (no echo, no reverbation..) they just come and disappear, sounds really odd. I tried to see if that thing would be fixed
if you use hardware accelerated audio and so I switched from the .ini file the game to use OpenAL API but that didnt' fix
anything. The game still suffered from the horrible environmental audio where the panning\/location of sound also was still
completely off. Forexample if you stood right next to your sidekick, on leftside of her, the sound would come from the
backright instead of from just right. Like wtf?

Visuals aren't also that impressive because as I soon noticed, the overly bloom and postprocess filled world was put for a reason.
So that you cannot see the dated look of it. Once you disable those effects from the config, the game ends up looking really
barebones. You see all the low res textures that the background environment has and also the actual area where you play doesnt'
look that nice either.

Not recommended even from a sale because nothing in this game feels good, nothing.. This game is intresting cute and fun, I
love playing it.... but I can't get past past the whack-a-mole level two, and no, its not becuase I'm bad at it but rather the destroy
button works inconsistently. There are still 6 other levels but a of now I'm stuck. Worth the money though.. I bought this to play
with my child. He loved it. That is until the game started freezing. Defeat a boss and the game would just stop. You can jump,
but nothing else. This happened over and over. Needs alot of work. For a few bucks it would definently be worth it, if they fixed
the bugs.
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